Annual Service Engagement Summit and Awards Gala
The annual Summit is our signature event which provides our members the opportunity to hear the brightest speakers, participate in the most thought provoking and useful workshops, and create programming that will leave a lasting impact on our society for years to come.

This year, we will focus on the role of social justice in higher education through the lens of power, privilege, and the coming together of communities.

Marriott North Indianapolis
3645 River Crossing Parkway
Indianapolis Indiana 46240 USA

REGISTRATION IS NOW CLOSED.

FEATURED SPEAKERS

SESSIONS

WORKSHOPS:

- **Acting Justly and Seeking Justice Through Critical Service Learning** – Paul E. Blysma, Calvin College

- **Advocating for Structural Change: Collaborative Models for Teaching and Learning within Institutional Structures** – Danielle Lake, Jessica Jennrich, Jennifer Getting Jameslyn, Amy McFarland, and Gloria Mileva, Grand Valley State University

- **Beyond Anger and Panic After Offensive Comments in the Classroom** – Mia Johnson, Ivy Tech Community College and Andrea Powell Wolfe, Ball State University
• **Challenging the Master Narrative: Counterstorytelling in Social Change-Centered Education** – Mel Gruver and Vanessa Pacheco, Purdue University and Mark Latta, Marian University

• **Critical Service Learning: A Case Study of a State-wide Faculty Learning Community** – 16-17 Class of Faculty Fellows, Tina Kruger, Indiana State University, Mark Latta, Marian University, Lindsey Payne, Purdue University, and Jennifer VanSickle, University of Indianapolis

• **Culture, Service, and Social Justice: Nursing Students at the Pine Ridge Reservation** – Julie Mattingly, Indiana University Southeast and Lisa Preston, Methodist College

• **Forging and Sustaining Research-Minded Professionals Through Service Engagement** – Kala Chakradhar and Natalie Kelley, Murray State University

• **Intersecting Identity, Privilege, and Selfies: Ethical Social Media for Service** – Niki Messmore, IUPUI

• **Putting Gender on the Agenda: Feminism, Engaged Scholarship, and the Liberal Arts Curriculum** – Mary Ellen Lennon and Holly Gastineau-Grimes, Marian University

• **Service learning for Health Service students through the creation, implementation, and evaluation of a wellness fair for at risk students at an alternative high school** – Erin Reynolds and Ethel Elkins, University of Southern Indiana

• **Stories Moving Stories: Bridging Community Engagement, Thoughtful Reflection, and Public Performance** – Anna Zimmerman, Maresa Kelly, and Leah Noe, Marian University

• **Strengthening a Community Anchor through Interdisciplinary Service-Learning: Inspiring Faculty, Students, and Community** – Marianna Foulkrod, Lisa Borrero, Lynn Shaw, Elizabeth Moore, and Rhonda Wolverton, University of Southern Indiana

**RESOURCE ROUNDTABLES:**

• **The Blue Roots Project: Design Thinking for Social Engagement** – Briee Eikenberry, Aiste Manfredini, Jess Pettingill, and Sarah Janssen, Ball State University

• **Building a Collaborative Culture and Infrastructure for Service Learning and Community Engagement at Indiana University Southeast** – Gloria Murray, Lisa Russell, Bernadette
Jessie, and Faye Camahalan, Indiana University Southeast

- Curricula for Social Change: The Faculty Institute Approach to Creating a Culture of Community Engagement – Connie Snyder Mick and Annie Cahill Kelly, University of Notre Dame

- New Service Learning and Community Engagement at an Historically-White, Small Liberal Arts College – Alan Bartley, Kerri Hauman, and Scott Whiddon, Transylvania University

- Prioritizing Partners: Fostering a Transformative Service Learning Scholars Program at Indiana State University – Heather Dalton Miklozek and Makailya Rice, Indiana State University

POSTERS

- An Innovative Role for Nursing Students in a Student-Run Free Clinic – Lauren Wright, Josselyn Howell, and Julie Poore, Indiana University School of Nursing

- Developing Short-term Service Courses to Latin America to Explore Social Justice and Power – Douglas Harms, DePauw University

- FAITH CDC in Gary: A Mutually Empowering Partnership – Joan Crist, Calumet College of St. Joseph

- Making Music to Enhance Mental Health in Eldoret, Kenya – Michael Peters and Ethan Wahl, Purdue University

- Muncie’s ArtsWalk: Making a Good Event Better – Craig Webster, Ball State University

- Recommendations for Creating a Mutually-Beneficial Service Learning Project for Community Partners and College Students – Angela M Coppola and Victoria True, Indiana University Kokomo

- Reimagining Opera for Kids: A Fluid Feedback Model for Community Partners and Service Learning Courses – Kimberly Carballo, Indiana University Bloomington

- Sustaining Healthy Living in Jamaica – Wendy Turner-Frey, Brittany Bailey, and Kelsey Weber, University of Southern Indiana
Indiana Campus Compact is a partnership between 42 Indiana college and university campuses dedicated to preparing college students to advance the public good in their communities.
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Indiana Campus Compact

1226 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

317-274-6500